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Beyond-GDP: aggregate global & regional 
wellbeing measures 



A role for local, citizen-led prosperity 
indices

Measuring what people value and what makes a difference to living a prosperous life in 
London, Dar es Salaam and Beirut



Good Life Euston

Re-imagining the foundations of 
prosperity with and for communities in 

the London Borough of Camden





Prosperity gains from urban regeneration 
are uneven, highly-localized
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Lesson 1: Citizen Social Science

Building collective capacities of communities & 
decision-makers to re-imagine pathways to 

prosperity



Citizen Science: engaging the public in 
scientific research

• Large-scale scientific studies 
• Surveying, observing, mapping 

& transcribing data



Citizen Social Science

Ryan Daniels, Young Euston Voices, 2020E Starling, Prosperity in east London, 2015Twinkle Jayakumar, Prosperity in east London, 
2021

Complex social issues, social science methods, citizens as 
co-designers of research, co-producers of knowledge & 

practical solutions



Good Life Euston
Young Citizen Social Scientists



Good Life Euston
Citizen Social Scientists



What supports & 
what prevents 
people in Euston 
from living 
prosperous 
lives?

Citizen-led research focused on 
lived experience of Euston residents



Co-produced data analysis & 
advocacy of policy solutions

What supports & 
what prevents 
people in Euston 
from living 
prosperous 
lives?



Impacts: More than research, 
changing ways of governing
1. Building collective capacities of communities, 

government, business & NGOs to re-imagine foundations 
of prosperity & identify alternative, inclusive pathways 

2. Aligning strategy & policy to local priorities for more 
effective and accountable decision-making

3. New institutions to mainstream ways of working: UCL 
Citizen Science Academy and London Prosperity Board



Lesson 2: What changes when communities 
decide how to measure prosperity?

Shifting policy focus to the ‘meso’ scale





What does this tell us about designing 
pathways to prosperity?
1. Prosperity is multi-scalar

• Focus on lived experience identifies crucial interconnections between 
factors at individual, community & systemic

2. Place matters

• Context-specific conditions that drive exclusion, inequalities & 
obstacles for different groups

3. Transformative action requires a whole-system approach



Livelihood security as a 
new policy goal 
Livelihood security depends on 
system of assets & services

Poor quality, low-wage work, high 
housing costs & lack of key 
services in London undermine 
livelihood security

Universal Basic Services (UBS) 
pilots underway



What next?

• A role for local, citizen-led prosperity indices alongside 
aggregate global & regional wellbeing measures

• Using technology to monitor citizen-led metrics in real-
time

• Developing economic policies at the ‘meso’ level

• Universal Basic Services – building collective resilience, 
enhancing the capacities and capabilities of citizens



Thank you 



Think7 (T7) Issue Paper:
https://www.think7.org/publication/issue-paper-social-
cohesion-economic-transformation-and-open-societies/

T7 Policy Brief: https://www.think7.org/publication/policy-
brief-prosperity-index/

Good Life Euston:
https://www.camdengiving.org.uk/euston-voices

London Prosperity Board:
www.londonprosperityboard.org

UCL Citizen Science Academy:
https://www.procol.uk/citizen-science-academy

Information 
about citizen-
led prosperity 
indices

https://www.think7.org/publication/issue-paper-social-cohesion-economic-transformation-and-open-societies/
https://www.think7.org/publication/policy-brief-prosperity-index/
https://www.camdengiving.org.uk/euston-voices
http://www.londonprosperityboard.org/
https://www.procol.uk/citizen-science-academy
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